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Groups 

Children/
youth 

Groups→Children/youth→Rhetorical 

Page 14-15, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 
8. Reserved matters are listed in Schedule 3 to the 1998 Act. The relevant
parts of this provide an indicative, although not definitive, list of policing and
justice matters which might be devolved. Relevant paragraphs (some of
which have been updated by more recent legislation on policing and justice)
read as follows: “9. The following matters-...(e) the treatment of offenders
(including children and young persons, and mental health patients, involved
in crime);... 

Disabled
persons 

Groups→Disabled persons→Anti-discrimination 

Page 20, ANNEX 3 RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights,
1. In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:
...
• the right to equal opportunity in all social and economic activity, regardless
of class, creed, disability, gender or ethnicity; 

Elderly/age No specific mention. 

Migrant
workers 

No specific mention. 
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Racial/
ethnic/
national
group 

Groups→Racial/ethnic/national group→Rhetorical 

Page 8-9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 29. 
Accordingly, in consultation with the Irish Government, the International
Fund for Ireland, the Special EU Programmes Body and representatives of
civic society in Northern Ireland, the British Government will work with the
devolved administration, when restored, to bring forward a strategic and
integrated approach aimed at the progressive regeneration of those areas of
greatest disadvantage...Its objective would be to build on current efforts to
provide an opportunity for those communities, both loyalist and nationalist,
who have been the victims of past failure to become committed stakeholders
in a peaceful and prosperous society...

Page 22, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Community, 12.
The Joint Declaration, in paragraphs 27 to 29, summarises the important
initiatives which have been and are being taken to regenerate areas of
greatest disadvantage, with a view to enabling those communities, both
loyalist and nationalist, to become committed stakeholders in a peaceful and
prosperous society. 

Groups→Racial/ethnic/national group→Substantive 

Page 7, Policing and Justice, 21.
...In recognition of the importance of policing with the support of the
community, the PSNI will renew and continue its efforts to encourage
applications from all parts of the community, including those in which the
service has traditionally been under-represented. Efforts should be made to
encourage recruitment from women and ethnic minorities.

Page 9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 30.
The British Government will continue to discharge all its commitments under
the Agreement in respect of the Irish language. Specifically, in relation to
broadcasting, the British Government will take all the necessary steps to
secure the establishment as soon as possible, following receipt of the final
business case in April, of a fund for financial support for Irish language film
and television production. It will also take steps to encourage support to be
made available for an Ulster-Scots academy. The two Governments will
continue to work with the relevant regulators and broadcasting authorities to
address the technical and other barriers with a view to increasing
substantially the reception of TG4 in Northern Ireland.

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 2. 
...In Ireland, a Human Rights Commission has also been established. An
enhanced Employment Equality Act and Equal Status Act have been enacted
and the Irish Government has also ratified the Council of Europe Framework
Convention on National Minorities. 
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Religious
groups 

Groups→Religious groups→Anti-discrimination 

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 1. 
In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:...• the right to equal opportunity in all
social and economic activity, regardless of class, creed, disability, gender or
ethnicity;... 

Groups→Religious groups→Substantive 

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 1. 
In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:...• the right to freedom and
expression of religion;...• the right to freedom from sectarian harassment;...

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 2. 
...Without pre- empting the processes under way, including in relation to the
Bill of Rights and the Single Equality Bill, it is envisaged that many of the
above rights will be given legislative effect through these mechanisms, and
through legislation to tackle racism and sectarianism...

Page 22, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Community, 13.
The British Government recognises the importance of building trust and
confidence within and between communities and tackling sectarianism. It
recognises that a new thrust to significantly improve relationships is
necessary and that this will require a long-term commitment with the
associated investment of time, resources and effort. Accordingly, the British
Government will encourage the devolved administration, when restored, to
prioritise and take forward a review of policy on good community relations,
taking account of the consultation which is currently under way, with a view
to bringing forward a strategic and integrated approach aimed at improving
relationships and tackling sectarianism. As part of the Government’s
commitment to eradicating sectarianism, following recent consultation the
Government is committed to bringing forward legislation to ensure the
proper punishment of offences motivated by racism and sectarianism. 

Indigenous
people 

No specific mention. 

Other
groups 

No specific mention. 
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Refugees/
displaced
persons 

No specific mention. 

Social class Groups→Social class→Anti-discrimination 

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 1. 
In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:...• the right to equal opportunity in all
social and economic activity, regardless of class, creed, disability, gender or
ethnicity;... 

Gender 

Women,
girls and
gender 

Page 7, Policing and Justice, 21. 
The new beginning in policing envisaged by the Agreement, requires,
amongst other things, all community leaders, including political party leaders
and local councillors, to take steps to remove all discouragements to
members of the community from supporting and applying to join the police,
and making it a priority to encourage them to apply. Part of this process
would involve Sinn Féin deciding to join the Policing Board and the District
Policing Partnerships. In recognition of the importance of policing with the
support of the community, the PSNI will renew and continue its efforts to
encourage applications from all parts of the community, including those in
which the service has traditionally been under-represented. Efforts should be
made to encourage recruitment from women and ethnic minorities.

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 1. 
In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:...• the right to equal opportunity in all
social and economic activity, regardless of class, creed, disability, gender or
ethnicity;...• the right of women to full and equal political participation.

Page 21, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Equality, 7. 
As provided in the Agreement, both the British Government and, prior to
suspension last October, the devolved administration in Northern Ireland,
have pursued broad policies for sustained economic growth and stability in
Northern Ireland and for promoting social inclusion, including in particular
community development and the advancement of women in public life. 

Men and
boys 

No specific mention. 
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LGBTI No specific mention. 

Family No specific mention. 

State definition 

Nature of
state
(general) 

No specific mention. 

State
configuration

No specific mention. 

Self
determination

No specific mention. 

Referendum No specific mention. 

State
symbols 

Page 9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 31.
In the Agreement, the participants recognised that the use of symbols and
emblems for public purposes was a sensitive issue and that there was a need,
in particular in creating new institutions, to ensure that they were used in a
manner that promoted mutual respect rather than division. They also agreed
that arrangements would be made to monitor the issue and to consider what
action might be required. The British Government will discuss with the
parties how to find an agreed way forward on this sensitive issue. 

Independence/
secession 

No specific mention. 

Accession/
unification 

No specific mention. 

Border
delimitation

No specific mention. 
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Cross-
border
provision 

Page 4-5, Political Institutions, 10.
The Agreement envisaged that all of its institutional and constitutional
arrangements would be interlocking and interdependent. The two
Governments believe that the institutions should be protected against
arbitrary interruption and interference. Both Governments and the parties
have responsibilities to ensure the full and stable operation of all the
institutions of the Agreement, including the North/South Ministerial Council
and the British - Irish Council (BIC). The two Governments expect, in
accordance with the Ministerial pledge of office, all parties to play their full
part in these institutions and to enable other parties to play their rightful
parts.

Page 5, Political Institutions, 11. 
The two Governments recall that the Agreement envisages that the Northern
Ireland Assembly and the Oireachtas should consider developing a joint
parliamentary forum. In the light of the decision already taken by the North/
South Ministerial Council, the two Governments look forward to the early
convening of the consultative forum involving civic society. The two
Governments commend the work of the North/South Ministerial Council and
of the BIC. As part of the ongoing review of its support arrangements, the two
Governments will consult all participants in the BIC to establish whether a
dedicated secretariat would give greater impetus to the Council’s work and
maximise its contribution, and will facilitate its establishment if all
participants agree.

Page 9, Review, 34. 
The two Governments are committed to a review this autumn of the
operation of the Agreement (under paragraph 8 of the Validation,
Implementation and Review section). This provides a vehicle for further
consideration of a number of other important issues that the parties have
brought to the table. These will include the question of designation and
voting arrangements in the Northern Ireland Assembly; the effectiveness of
the Pledge of Office with regard to the responsibilities of Ministers to
participate in the work of the Executive and the other institutions of the
Agreement; and the nomination procedures for attendance at meetings of the
North/South Ministerial Council and the British- Irish Council. The
Governments will, in consultation with the parties, put forward proposals for
the agenda and conduct of the review. Different formats may be appropriate
for the discussion of different issues.

Page 17, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, All-Ireland
Dimension, 22. 
There is already close co-operation between the British and Irish
Governments on policing and justice matters. This operates through a
number of different institutional arrangements.

Page 18, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, All-Ireland
Dimension, 23. 
Once policing and justice are devolved, it will be possible for them to be
brought within the scope of the North/South Ministerial Council, in
accordance with Strand Two of the Agreement.

Page 18, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, All-Ireland
Dimension, 24. 
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Governance 
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Political
institutions
(new or
reformed) 

Governance→Political institutions (new or reformed)→General references 

Page 4, Political Institutions, 9.
The political institutions, across all three strands, are the democratic core of
the
Agreement. The two Governments, with the parties, have been working
towards, and wish to see, the restoration of the Northern Ireland institutions
as swiftly as possible. In the context of definitive acts of completion, the
British Government would be prepared to repeal the power in the Northern
Ireland Act 2000 to suspend these institutions by order. They recognise that
the review of the operation of the Agreement this autumn (see paragraph 34
below) will need to consider other aspects of the functioning of the
institutions which might contribute to greater stability.

Page 4-5, Political Institutions, 10.
The Agreement envisaged that all of its institutional and constitutional
arrangements would be interlocking and interdependent. The two
Governments believe that the institutions should be protected against
arbitrary interruption and interference. Both Governments and the parties
have responsibilities to ensure the full and stable operation of all the
institutions of the Agreement, including the North/South Ministerial Council
and the British - Irish Council (BIC). The two Governments expect, in
accordance with the Ministerial pledge of office, all parties to play their full
part in these institutions and to enable other parties to play their rightful
parts.

Page 5, Political Institutions, 11. 
The two Governments recall that the Agreement envisages that the Northern
Ireland Assembly and the Oireachtas should consider developing a joint
parliamentary forum. In the light of the decision already taken by the North/
South Ministerial Council, the two Governments look forward to the early
convening of the consultative forum involving civic society. The two
Governments commend the work of the North/South Ministerial Council and
of the BIC. As part of the ongoing review of its support arrangements, the two
Governments will consult all participants in the BIC to establish whether a
dedicated secretariat would give greater impetus to the Council’s work and
maximise its contribution, and will facilitate its establishment if all
participants agree.

Page 9, Review, 34. 
The two Governments are committed to a review this autumn of the
operation of the Agreement (under paragraph 8 of the Validation,
Implementation and Review section). This provides a vehicle for further
consideration of a number of other important issues that the parties have
brought to the table. These will include the question of designation and
voting arrangements in the Northern Ireland Assembly; the effectiveness of
the Pledge of Office with regard to the responsibilities of Ministers to
participate in the work of the Executive and the other institutions of the
Agreement; and the nomination procedures for attendance at meetings of the
North/South Ministerial Council and the British- Irish Council. The
Governments will, in consultation with the parties, put forward proposals for
the agenda and conduct of the review. Different formats may be appropriate
for the discussion of different issues.

Page 16, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Institutional
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Elections No specific mention. 

Electoral
commission

No specific mention. 

Political
parties
reform 

No specific mention. 
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Civil society Page 5, Political Institutions, 11. 
The two Governments recall that the Agreement envisages that the Northern
Ireland Assembly and the Oireachtas should consider developing a joint
parliamentary forum. In the light of the decision already taken by the North/
South Ministerial Council, the two Governments look forward to the early
convening of the consultative forum involving civic society. The two
Governments commend the work of the North/South Ministerial Council and
of the BIC. As part of the ongoing review of its support arrangements, the two
Governments will consult all participants in the BIC to establish whether a
dedicated secretariat would give greater impetus to the Council’s work and
maximise its contribution, and will facilitate its establishment if all
participants agree.

Page 7, Policing and Justice, 21. 
The new beginning in policing envisaged by the Agreement, requires,
amongst other things, all community leaders, including political party leaders
and local councillors, to take steps to remove all discouragements to
members of the community from supporting and applying to join the police,
and making it a priority to encourage them to apply. Part of this process
would involve Sinn Féin deciding to join the Policing Board and the District
Policing Partnerships. In recognition of the importance of policing with the
support of the community, the PSNI will renew and continue its efforts to
encourage applications from all parts of the community, including those in
which the service has traditionally been under-represented. Efforts should be
made to encourage recruitment from women and ethnic minorities.

Page 8-9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 29. 
Accordingly, in consultation with the Irish Government, the International
Fund for Ireland, the Special EU Programmes Body and representatives of
civic society in Northern Ireland, the British Government will work with the
devolved administration, when restored, to bring forward a strategic and
integrated approach aimed at the progressive regeneration of those areas of
greatest disadvantage...

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 3. 
The British Government will work with the parties to facilitate the response to
the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission’s proposal for a round table
forum on the Bill of Rights, involving the parties and civic society. Subject to
the agreement arrived at in the Implementation Group, it is envisaged that
the round table forum will have an independent chair and its own secretariat,
will be as inclusive as possible of Assembly parties and civic society, will
appropriately involve the Human Rights Commission, mindful of its statutory
role, and will be adequately supported and resourced. It is envisaged that the
work of the round table forum will be forwarded to the Human Rights
Commission before it gives its advice to the Secretary of State. 
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Traditional/
religious
leaders 

No specific mention. 

Public
administration

No specific mention. 

Constitution Governance→Constitution→Constitutional reform/making 

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 1
In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:...• the right to seek constitutional
change by peaceful and legitimate means; 

Power sharing 

Political
power
sharing 

No specific mention. 

Territorial
power
sharing 

No specific mention. 

Economic
power
sharing 

No specific mention. 

Military
power
sharing 

No specific mention. 
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Human rights and equality 

Human
rights/RoL
general 

Page 7, Policing and Justice, 24. 
The British Government has announced its intention to appoint an
independent Oversight Commissioner to provide independent scrutiny of the
implementation of the Government’s decisions on the Criminal Justice
Review. This constitutes a major programme of transformational change and
will give particular weight to modernisation, accountability, protection of
human rights, ensuring a representative workforce and the effective
performance of the criminal justice system. Further significant change will be
introduced in the context of a second Criminal Justice Bill which will bring
forward the creation of a Judicial Appointments Commission and make
further provision to promote a human rights culture in the criminal justice
system in Northern Ireland...

Page 7-8, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 25.
The two Governments fully support the human rights affirmed in the
Agreement, including the right to equal opportunity in all social and
economic activity. In partnership with the parties, they rededicate
themselves to the achievement of these objectives. Recognising the
importance of the principles and mechanisms contained in the Agreement for
the advancement of the human rights and equality agendas, the two
Governments commit themselves to the steps outlined in Annex 3. 
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Bill of
rights/
similar 

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 2. 
There has been substantial progress in implementing the rights elements of
the Agreement. The British Government has enacted the Human Rights Act. A
Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission has been established and has,
among other tasks, undertaken significant work towards a Bill of Rights for
Northern Ireland. At the conclusion of that process, and after consultation
with the parties, the British Government is committed to bringing forward
legislation at Westminster where required to give effect to rights
supplementary to the ECHR to reflect the particular circumstances of
Northern Ireland. Without pre- empting the processes under way, including in
relation to the Bill of Rights and the Single Equality Bill, it is envisaged that
many of the above rights will be given legislative effect through these
mechanisms, and through legislation to tackle racism and sectarianism. In
Ireland, a Human Rights Commission has also been established. An enhanced
Employment Equality Act and Equal Status Act have been enacted and the
Irish Government has also ratified the Council of Europe Framework
Convention on National Minorities.

Page 22, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Implementation
Group, 14. 
As part of its recent consideration, the Implementation Group has initiated
new work on rights and equality issues and has, in particular, established a
subgroup in response to the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission’s
proposal in relation to the Bill of Rights. The two Governments welcome this
action and the continuing opportunity which it provides to address key issues
in the rights, equality and community action fields, among others. The two
Governments envisage that the Implementation Group will, notwithstanding
the restoration of the devolved institutions, have a continuing and supporting
role to play in ensuring that the momentum of delivery in these areas is
maintained. 
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Treaty
incorporation

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 2. 
There has been substantial progress in implementing the rights elements of
the Agreement. The British Government has enacted the Human Rights Act.
A Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission has been established and
has, among other tasks, undertaken significant work towards a Bill of Rights
for Northern Ireland. At the conclusion of that process, and after
consultation with the parties, the British Government is committed to
bringing forward legislation at Westminster where required to give effect to
rights supplementary to the ECHR to reflect the particular circumstances of
Northern Ireland. Without pre- empting the processes under way, including
in relation to the Bill of Rights and the Single Equality Bill, it is envisaged that
many of the above rights will be given legislative effect through these
mechanisms, and through legislation to tackle racism and sectarianism. In
Ireland, a Human Rights Commission has also been established. An
enhanced Employment Equality Act and Equal Status Act have been enacted
and the Irish Government has also ratified the Council of Europe Framework
Convention on National Minorities.

Page 21, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 6. 
The legislation providing for the incorporation of the ECHR into Irish law is
currently before the Oireachtas. The Irish Government will encourage the
Oireachtas to pass this legislation by the summer recess. 
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Civil and
political
rights 

Human rights and equality→Civil and political rights→Equality 

Page 7-8, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 25.
The two Governments fully support the human rights affirmed in the
Agreement, including the right to equal opportunity in all social and
economic activity. In partnership with the parties, they rededicate
themselves to the achievement of these objectives. Recognising the
importance of the principles and mechanisms contained in the Agreement for
the advancement of the human rights and equality agendas, the two
Governments commit themselves to the steps outlined in Annex 3.

Page 9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 33. 
The two Governments, together with the parties, will collectively and
proactively address other outstanding issues under these headings of the
Agreement. The British Government is committed to taking the necessary
steps itself to ensure that the rights and equality of all are protected, and to
working closely with the devolved administration, when restored, to do so.

Page 18, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Safeguards, 29. 
The Agreement has also provided extensively for rights, safeguards and
equality of opportunity. This provides an essential context within which
devolution of policing and justice would operate.

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 1. 
In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:...• the right to equal opportunity in all
social and economic activity, regardless of class, creed, disability, gender or
ethnicity;...

Page 21, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Equality, 8. 
In accordance with the Agreement, the Equality Commission has been set up;
fair employment legislation has been updated; a review of procurement
policy, including measures to promote the engagement of the long-term
unemployed in the award of public contracts, has been completed; a new
more focussed Targeting Social Need (TSN) initiative has been introduced;
and the work begun by the devolved administration on combating
unemployment, including the work of the Taskforce on Employability and
Long-term Unemployment is
continuing.

Page 22, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Equality,
10.
The British Government will encourage the devolved administration to keep
under review the adequacy of the Equality Commission’s powers and
resources. And it will, with the Equality Commission and other interested
parties, review the operation of the section 75 equality duty including
effective monitoring and enforcement mechanisms (without diminishing its
current effectiveness in legislation or in the Equality Commission’s
guidelines), and consider extending the list of designated public bodies
subject to its scope, including consideration of designating Translink, the
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland and the BBC (taking account of the
issue of freedom to broadcast).
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Socio-
economic
rights 

No specific mention. 

Rights related issues 

Citizenship No specific mention. 

Democracy Page 4, Acts of Completion, 7.
The two Governments wish to see the devolved institutions restored as soon
as possible. But devolved government in Northern Ireland can only flourish
on the basis of trust between the parties. In order to re-establish that trust, it
must be clear that the transition from violence to exclusively peaceful and
democratic means is being brought to an unambiguous and definitive
conclusion. It is also essential that each party has confidence in the
commitment of the representatives of the others to the full operation and
implementation of the Agreement in all its aspects and accords respect to
each others’ democratic mandate.

Page 5, Paramilitarism, 12. 
Five years after the Agreement, the transition to exclusively democratic
means must now be completed. Ongoing paramilitary activity, sectarian
violence, and criminality masquerading as a political cause, are all corrosive
of the trust and confidence that are necessary to sustain a durable political
process.

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 1. 
In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:...• the right to pursue democratically
national and political aspirations;... 

Detention
procedures 

No specific mention. 
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Media and
communication

Rights related issues→Media and communication→Media roles 

Page 9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 30. 
The British Government will continue to discharge all its commitments
under the Agreement in respect of the Irish language. Specifically, in
relation to broadcasting, the British Government will take all the necessary
steps to secure the establishment as soon as possible, following receipt of
the final business case in April, of a fund for financial support for Irish
language film and television production. It will also take steps to
encourage support to be made available for an Ulster-Scots academy. The
two Governments will continue to work with the relevant regulators and
broadcasting authorities to address the technical and other barriers with a
view to increasing substantially the reception of TG4 in Northern Ireland. 

Page 22, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Equality, 10.
The British Government will encourage the devolved administration to
keep under review the adequacy of the Equality Commission’s powers and
resources. And it will, with the Equality Commission and other interested
parties, review the operation of the section 75 equality duty including
effective monitoring and enforcement mechanisms (without diminishing
its current effectiveness in legislation or in the Equality Commission’s
guidelines), and consider extending the list of designated public bodies
subject to its scope, including consideration of designating Translink, the
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland and the BBC (taking account of the
issue of freedom to broadcast). 

Mobility/
access 

Page 5, Paramilitarism, 13.
...Moreover, the practice of exiling must come to an end and the exiled must
feel free to return in safety... 

Protection
measures 

Rights related issues→Protection measures→Other 

Page 4-5, Political Institutions, 10.
The Agreement envisaged that all of its institutional and constitutional
arrangements would be interlocking and interdependent. The two
Governments believe that the institutions should be protected against
arbitrary interruption and interference. Both Governments and the parties
have responsibilities to ensure the full and stable operation of all the
institutions of the Agreement, including the North/South Ministerial Council
and the British - Irish Council (BIC). The two Governments expect, in
accordance with the Ministerial pledge of office, all parties to play their full
part in these institutions and to enable other parties to play their rightful
parts. 
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Other Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 1. 
In the Agreement, the parties affirmed their commitment to the mutual
respect, the civil rights and the religious liberties of everyone in the
community, and affirmed in particular:
• the right of free political thought;
• the right to freedom and expression of religion;
• the right to pursue democratically national and political aspirations;
• the right to seek constitutional change by peaceful and legitimate means;
• the right to freely choose one’s place of residence;
• the right to equal opportunity in all social and economic activity, regardless
of class, creed, disability, gender or ethnicity;
• the right to freedom from sectarian harassment; and
• the right of women to full and equal political participation. 
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Rights institutions 
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NHRI Rights institutions→NHRI→Mentions of NHRI 

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 2. 
There has been substantial progress in implementing the rights elements of
the Agreement. The British Government has enacted the Human Rights Act. A
Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission has been established and has,
among other tasks, undertaken significant work towards a Bill of Rights for
Northern Ireland. At the conclusion of that process, and after consultation
with the parties, the British Government is committed to bringing forward
legislation at Westminster where required to give effect to rights
supplementary to the ECHR to reflect the particular circumstances of
Northern Ireland. Without pre- empting the processes under way, including in
relation to the Bill of Rights and the Single Equality Bill, it is envisaged that
many of the above rights will be given legislative effect through these
mechanisms, and through legislation to tackle racism and sectarianism. In
Ireland, a Human Rights Commission has also been established. An enhanced
Employment Equality Act and Equal Status Act have been enacted and the
Irish Government has also ratified the Council of Europe Framework
Convention on National Minorities.

Page 20, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 3. 
The British Government will work with the parties to facilitate the response to
the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission’s proposal for a round table
forum on the Bill of Rights, involving the parties and civic society. Subject to
the agreement arrived at in the Implementation Group, it is envisaged that
the round table forum will have an independent chair and its own secretariat,
will be as inclusive as possible of Assembly parties and civic society, will
appropriately involve the Human Rights Commission, mindful of its statutory
role, and will be adequately supported and resourced. It is envisaged that the
work of the round table forum will be forwarded to the Human Rights
Commission before it gives its advice to the Secretary of State.

Page 21, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 4. 
The British Government will take full account of the parties’ views, and those
of the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, on the powers, resources
and effectiveness of the Commission and, consistent with the Agreement and
with the UN principles relating to national institutions for human rights (Paris
Principles), take the necessary steps to ensure that the Commission can fulfil
its mandate. The British Government recently announced increased funding
for the Commission over the next three years. It will continue to ensure that
the Commission has the flexibility and resources it needs to carry out its
functions. Following the restoration of the devolved administration, the
British Government will bring the current consultation to a close and within a
short period thereafter will bring forward its final response to the review of
the Commission’s powers. The British Government will also continue to
ensure that appointments to the Commission are made in line with the Paris
Principles.

Page 21, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Human
Rights, 5. 
The two Governments welcome the Joint Committee of representatives of
the two Human Rights Commissions and its consideration, among other
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Regional or
international
human
rights
institutions 

No specific mention. 
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Criminal
justice and
emergency
law 

Justice sector reform→Criminal justice and emergency law→Reform to specific
laws 

Page 22, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Community, 13. 
...As part of the Government’s commitment to eradicating sectarianism,
following recent consultation the Government is committed to bringing
forward legislation to ensure the proper punishment of offences motivated by
racism and sectarianism. 

Justice sector reform→Criminal justice and emergency law→Criminal Justice
System reform 

Page 7, Policing and Justice, 24. 
The British Government has announced its intention to appoint an
independent Oversight Commissioner to provide independent scrutiny of the
implementation of the Government’s decisions on the Criminal Justice
Review. This constitutes a major programme of transformational change and
will give particular weight to modernisation, accountability, protection of
human rights, ensuring a representative workforce and the effective
performance of the criminal justice system. Further significant change will be
introduced in the context of a second Criminal Justice Bill which will bring
forward the creation of a Judicial Appointments Commission and make
further provision to promote a human rights culture in the criminal justice
system in Northern Ireland. The two Governments intend to move forward
quickly with the development of co- operation on criminal justice matters
between the two jurisdictions, where there is mutual benefit. This will focus
on issues like sharing information and research, arrangements for monitoring
offenders, liaison on misuse of drugs and co-ordinating registers of
dangerous offenders.

Page 14, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, 1. 
Paragraph 20 of the Joint Declaration reaffirms that the British Government
has accepted, under the Agreement, the desirability of devolving policing and
justice within the lifetime of the next Assembly, on a basis that is robust and
workable and broadly supported by the parties. Within that context, this
Annex sets out issues for consideration without commitment at this stage. It
takes account of both the practice and structures of policing and justice in
Northern Ireland, and the legal, social and political contexts within which
they operate.

Page 14, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Introduction, 5.
The Annex is written on the basis that arrangements for devolving policing
and justice will need to be agreed between the parties, and subsequently
between the British Government and the Executive, and that these
arrangements must be robust and workable. The British Government will
wish to give careful consideration to the views of the parties on all of the
matters below. Definitive acts of completion, independently monitored,
would provide the necessary context for addressing and agreeing the
practicalities of such further devolution as quickly as possible.

Page 14-15, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 8. 
Reserved matters are listed in Schedule 3 to the 1998 Act. The relevant parts
of this provide an indicative, although not definitive, list of policing and
justice matters which might be devolved. Relevant paragraphs (some of
which have been updated by more recent legislation on policing and justice)
read as follows:
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State of
emergency
provisions 

No specific mention. 
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Judiciary
and courts 

Page 7, Policing and Justice, 24. 
The British Government has announced its intention to appoint an
independent Oversight Commissioner to provide independent scrutiny of the
implementation of the Government’s decisions on the Criminal Justice
Review. This constitutes a major programme of transformational change and
will give particular weight to modernisation, accountability, protection of
human rights, ensuring a representative workforce and the effective
performance of the criminal justice system. Further significant change will be
introduced in the context of a second Criminal Justice Bill which will bring
forward the creation of a Judicial Appointments Commission and make
further provision to promote a human rights culture in the criminal justice
system in Northern Ireland. The two Governments intend to move forward
quickly with the development of co- operation on criminal justice matters
between the two jurisdictions, where there is mutual benefit. This will focus
on issues like sharing information and research, arrangements for monitoring
offenders, liaison on misuse of drugs and co-ordinating registers of
dangerous offenders.

Page 14-15, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 8. 
Reserved matters are listed in Schedule 3 to the 1998 Act. The relevant parts
of this provide an indicative, although not definitive, list of policing and
justice matters which might be devolved. Relevant paragraphs (some of
which have been updated by more recent legislation on policing and justice)
read as follows:...15. All matters, other than those specified in paragraph 11 of
Schedule 2, relating to the Supreme Court of Judicature of Northern Ireland,
county courts, courts of summary jurisdiction (including
magistrates’ courts and juvenile courts) and coroners, including procedure,
evidence, appeals, juries, costs, legal aid and the registration, execution and
enforcement of judgements and orders but not - 
(a) bankruptcy, insolvency, the winding up of corporate and unincorporated
bodies or the making of arrangements or compositions with creditors;
(b) the regulation of the profession of solicitors.”

Page 16, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 9. 
On this basis, further devolution would include the maintenance of public
order; the criminal law; the courts; prosecution;...Further consideration will
need to be given to the detail.

Page 16, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 11. 
In line with the recommendations in the Criminal Justice Review, it has been
decided that there should be a Judicial Appointments Commission
representative of the judiciary, the legal professions and the community. 
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Prisons and
detention 

Page 16, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 9. 
On this basis, further devolution would include the maintenance of public
order;...the treatment of offenders, including prisons;...Further consideration
will need to be given to the detail. 

Traditional
Laws 

No specific mention. 
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Socio-economic reconstruction 
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Development
or socio-
economic
reconstruction

Socio-economic reconstruction→Development or socio-economic
reconstruction→Socio-economic development 

Page 8-9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 29. 
Accordingly, in consultation with the Irish Government, the International
Fund for Ireland, the Special EU Programmes Body and representatives of
civic society in Northern Ireland, the British Government will work with the
devolved administration, when restored, to bring forward a strategic and
integrated approach aimed at the progressive regeneration of those areas
of greatest disadvantage. This approach would be fully consistent with new
Targeting Social Need, and would be targeted mainly at areas of greatest
social need and areas where there has been significant community division.
It would also build on a range of initiatives taken by the devolved
institutions before suspension, and during suspension by the Community
Action Group, and would also cover the new Local Community Fund
announced at Hillsborough on 12 February. Its objective would be to build
on current efforts to provide an opportunity for those communities, both
loyalist and nationalist, who have been the victims of past failure to
become committed stakeholders in a peaceful and prosperous society. In
the context of the work of the Community Action Group, Northern Ireland
Departments are identifying as a matter of urgency pilot programmes
which will cover Belfast, Portadown and other areas where there is
community division, with a view to establishing which forms of intervention
are likely to be most effective in achieving the necessary transformation of
those communities.

Page 21, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Equality, 7. 
As provided in the Agreement, both the British Government and, prior to
suspension last October, the devolved administration in Northern Ireland,
have pursued broad policies for sustained economic growth and stability in
Northern Ireland and for promoting social inclusion, including in particular
community development and the advancement of women in public life.

Page 21, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Equality, 8. 
In accordance with the Agreement, the Equality Commission has been set
up; fair employment legislation has been updated; a review of procurement
policy, including measures to promote the engagement of the long-term
unemployed in the award of public contracts, has been completed; a new
more focussed Targeting Social Need (TSN) initiative has been introduced;
and the work begun by the devolved administration on combating
unemployment, including the work of the Taskforce on Employability and
Long-term Unemployment is
continuing.

Page 21, ANNEX 3, RIGHTS, EQUALITY, IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY, Equality,
9. 
The British Government reaffirms the commitment in the Agreement to a
range of measures aimed at combating unemployment and progressively
eliminating the differential in unemployment rates between the two
communities by targeting objective need. It will encourage funding to be
made available for research for this purpose. It will also encourage the
devolved administration to explore, including in the context of the
evaluation of new TSN which is currently under way, how best work on this
issue can be accelerated and what further measurement techniques
including indicators and targets may be used in order to assess progress.
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National
economic
plan 

No specific mention. 

Natural
resources 

No specific mention. 

International
funds 

No specific mention. 

Business No specific mention. 

Taxation No specific mention. 

Banks No specific mention. 

Land, property and environment 

Land
reform/
rights 

Land, property and environment→Land reform/rights→Property return and
restitution 

Page 13, ANNEX 1, Security Normalisation, 8.
By the end of 2004, in an enabling environment, we would have achieved:...
• return of private property on vacated sites, as appropriate, including
Crossmaglen;... 

Pastoralist/
nomadism
rights 

No specific mention. 
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Cultural
heritage 

Land, property and environment→Cultural heritage→Tangible 

Page 16, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 9. 
On this basis, further devolution would include the maintenance of public
order; parades; ...Further consideration will need to be given to the detail. 

Land, property and environment→Cultural heritage→Intangible 

Page 9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 30.
The British Government will continue to discharge all its commitments under
the Agreement in respect of the Irish language. Specifically, in relation to
broadcasting, the British Government will take all the necessary steps to
secure the establishment as soon as possible, following receipt of the final
business case in April, of a fund for financial support for Irish language film
and television production. It will also take steps to encourage support to be
made available for an Ulster-Scots academy. The two Governments will
continue to work with the relevant regulators and broadcasting authorities to
address the technical and other barriers with a view to increasing
substantially the reception of TG4 in Northern Ireland.

Page 9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 31. 
In the Agreement, the participants recognised that the use of symbols and
emblems for public purposes was a sensitive issue and that there was a need,
in particular in creating new institutions, to ensure that they were used in a
manner that promoted mutual respect rather than division. They also agreed
that arrangements would be made to monitor the issue and to consider what
action might be required. The British Government will discuss with the
parties how to find an agreed way forward on this sensitive issue. 

Land, property and environment→Cultural heritage→Promotion 

Page 9, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 32.
The British Government appointed Sir George Quigley to review the
operation of the Parades Commission and the legislation under which it was
established. He produced a very extensive report last autumn which
recommended splitting into two the Commission’s functions of facilitation
and determination. Consultation on Sir George’s recommendations will
conclude at the end of April and the British Government will consider, in the
light of the views expressed, the need for any future legislation in this area.

Page 14-15, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 8. 
Reserved matters are listed in Schedule 3 to the 1998 Act. The relevant parts
of this provide an indicative, although not definitive, list of policing and
justice matters which might be devolved. Relevant paragraphs (some of
which have been updated by more recent legislation on policing and justice)
read as follows:... 10. The maintenance of public order, including the
conferring of powers, authorities, privileges or immunities for that purpose
on constables, members of the armed forces of the Crown and other persons
(other than the Ministry of Defence Police), but not any matter within
paragraph 17 of Schedule 2; the Parades Commission for Northern Ireland. 
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Environment No specific mention. 

Water or
riparian
rights or
access 

No specific mention. 

Security sector 

Security
Guarantees 

Page 22, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Equality, 11.
The British Government will also review the operation of the national security
exemption in the Fair Employment and Treatment Order with a view to
considering whether it is still a requirement. 

Ceasefire No specific mention. 
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Police Page 6, Normalisation, 18. 
The Agreement recognised that the development of a peaceful environment
could and should mean a normalisation of security arrangements and
practices. In the context of the definitive transition to exclusively peaceful
and democratic means, and recognising the changed environment brought
about by the new policing arrangements and structures, security
normalisation would be implemented in its entirety over a defined time-
frame.

Page 6, Normalisation, 19. 
As outlined in Annex 1, the outcome would be that the profile of the police
and army in Northern Ireland would, over the period between now and April
2005, change to that required in any peaceful society, it being accepted that
normalised security arrangements have to include the capacity to respond
quickly, effectively and proportionately to criminal threats that may be
directed towards its individual members or towards society as a whole. The
change in that profile would involve the vacation and demolition of security
installations, the closure of designated military bases, a substantial decrease
in military deployments in support of the police, the phased reduction in
troops to peacetime levels, and a substantial decrease in military helicopter
activity and usage.

Page 6, Policing and Justice, 20. 
The British Government has accepted, under the Agreement, the desirability
of devolving policing and justice on a basis that is robust and workable and
broadly supported by the parties. In accordance with the paper contained in
Annex 2, the British Government would take an early initiative to facilitate a
dialogue between the parties to address and agree the practicalities of such
further devolution, including the necessary institutional arrangements, with
a view to the introduction of the necessary legislation in the Westminster
Parliament at the earliest opportunity and with a view to ensuring that it is
achieved within the lifetime of the next Assembly.

Page 7, Policing and Justice, 21. 
The new beginning in policing envisaged by the Agreement, requires,
amongst other things, all community leaders, including political party leaders
and local councillors, to take steps to remove all discouragements to
members of the community from supporting and applying to join the police,
and making it a priority to encourage them to apply. Part of this process
would involve Sinn Féin deciding to join the Policing Board and the District
Policing Partnerships. In recognition of the importance of policing with the
support of the community, the PSNI will renew and continue its efforts to
encourage applications from all parts of the community, including those in
which the service has traditionally been under-represented. Efforts should be
made to encourage recruitment from women and ethnic minorities.

Page 7, Policing and Justice, 22. 
The Police (Northern Ireland) Act 2003 received Royal Assent on 8 April. It
provides the legislative basis where necessary for delivery of each of the
commitments contained in the updated Implementation Plan, including
where relevant in the context of acts of completion. The Act directly
strengthens the powers of the Policing Board to hold the Chief Constable to
account, gives it greater freedom in determining the strategic objectives for
policing in Northern Ireland, and will ensure that there is full consultation on
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Armed
forces 

Page 6, Normalisation, 19. 
As outlined in Annex 1, the outcome would be that the profile of the police
and army in Northern Ireland would, over the period between now and April
2005, change to that required in any peaceful society, it being accepted that
normalised security arrangements have to include the capacity to respond
quickly, effectively and proportionately to criminal threats that may be
directed towards its individual members or towards society as a whole. The
change in that profile would involve the vacation and demolition of security
installations, the closure of designated military bases, a substantial decrease
in military deployments in support of the police, the phased reduction in
troops to peacetime levels, and a substantial decrease in military helicopter
activity and usage.

Page 11, ANNEX 1, SECURITY NORMALISATION, 1. 
...The army has exceptionally been deployed in Northern Ireland in support of
the civil power for over 30 years. Once the exceptional situation which
required their deployment is removed, we believe it will be possible to return
to normal security arrangements...

Page 11, ANNEX 1, Security Normalisation, 2. 
The British Government has no desire to maintain more troops in Northern
Ireland than are maintained in equivalent parts of the United Kingdom to
meet its defence commitments. In the context of acts of completion and with
positive community support for the police at all levels, the outcome will be
that the profile of the police and army in Northern Ireland would reflect the
requirements of any peaceful society consistent with the need to meet the
continuing threat to security and public order from whatever quarter.

Page 11, ANNEX 1, Security Normalisation, 6. 
In the context of a peaceful society:...
• the abnormal army deployment needed over the past 30 years would cease;
• army support for the police would be reduced to a residual level, e.g.
providing specialised ordnance disposal and support for public order as
described in Patten recommendations 59 and 66;
• there would be a permanent garrison of 5,000, reflecting the Government’s
global defence commitments;
• the regular garrison would be based in no more than the following 14
locations: Aldergrove, Antrim, Ballykelly, Ballykinler, Ballykinler Training
Camp, Ballymena, Coleraine, Divis Key Point (on Divis Mountain), Duke of
Connaught Unit, Holywood, Kinnegar, Lisburn, Magilligan and Omagh (St
Lucia);
• army helicopters would be used essentially only for training for operations
elsewhere...

Page 12, ANNEX 1, Security Normalisation, 7.
By the end of 2003, in an enabling environment, we would have achieved:
• vacation and demolition of 5 towers in 5 sites in South Armagh, starting
immediately with two towers in Cloghogue and Tievecrum. These sites would
be restored to greenfield status as rapidly as possible;
• vacation and demolition of Oldpark observation post in Belfast;
• vacation, closure and disposal of Ebrington Barracks (already announced),
the vacation of Musgrave Park (except for the hospital wing) and the closure
and demolition of the military base at Aughnacloy;
• announcement and commencement of implementation of a structured plan
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DDR Security sector→DDR→Demilitarisation provisions 

Page 5, Paramilitarism, 14. 
All paramilitary groups should actively engage with the Independent
International Commission on Decommissioning with a view to putting arms
beyond use in a manner that is conducive to creating public confidence and
all parties should, in accordance with the Agreement, use their influence to
encourage and support the completion of that process. In accordance with its
mandate, the Independent International Commission on Decommissioning
will continue its existing functions. The two Governments continue to believe
that putting all arms beyond use remains an indispensable part of
implementing the Agreement.

Page 5, Paramilitarism, 15. 
Paramilitary groups need to make it clear that they have made such an
historic act of completion, and that it is reflected in reality on the ground. The
Governments are aware of the strides made by some groups and
acknowledge that the paramilitary ceasefires, independent arms inspections
and three acts of decommissioning have been important in enabling and
sustaining the political process over recent years. 

Intelligence
services 

No specific mention. 
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Parastatal/
rebel and
opposition
group
forces 

Page 5, Paramilitarism, 12. 
Five years after the Agreement, the transition to exclusively democratic
means must now be completed. Ongoing paramilitary activity, sectarian
violence, and criminality masquerading as a political cause, are all corrosive
of the trust and confidence that are necessary to sustain a durable political
process.

Page 5, Paramilitarism, 13. 
Paramilitarism and sectarian violence, therefore, must be brought to an end,
from whichever part of the community they come. We need to see an
immediate, full and permanent cessation of all paramilitary activity,
including military attacks, training, targeting, intelligence gathering,
acquisition or development of arms or weapons, other preparations for
terrorist campaigns, punishment beatings and attacks and involvement in
riots. Moreover, the practice of exiling must come to an end and the exiled
must feel free to return in safety. Similarly, sectarian attacks and intimidation
directed at vulnerable communities must cease.

Page 5, Paramilitarism, 14. 
All paramilitary groups should actively engage with the Independent
International Commission on Decommissioning with a view to putting arms
beyond use in a manner that is conducive to creating public confidence and
all parties should, in accordance with the Agreement, use their influence to
encourage and support the completion of that process. In accordance with its
mandate, the Independent International Commission on Decommissioning
will continue its existing functions. The two Governments continue to believe
that putting all arms beyond use remains an indispensable part of
implementing the Agreement.

Page 5, Paramilitarism, 15. 
Paramilitary groups need to make it clear that they have made such an
historic act of completion, and that it is reflected in reality on the ground. The
Governments are aware of the strides made by some groups and
acknowledge that the paramilitary ceasefires, independent arms inspections
and three acts of decommissioning have been important in enabling and
sustaining the political process over recent years.

Page 6, Paramilitarism, 16.
The Governments believe it is essential that those paramilitary groups that
have not, to date, shown a willingness to follow the route towards peace
should do so now. Should these groups fail to respond positively and decide
instead to pursue criminal activities, such a course will not be tolerated. The
Governments will not allow a criminal minority, of whatever persuasion, to
dash the hopes and ambitions of the great majority of people who wish to see
long-term peace, normality and prosperity.

Page 6, Paramilitarism, 17.
To guard against and thwart the efforts of those who still see violence and
terror as the way forward, the Governments will intensify their existing
security co-operation and will respond immediately and vigorously to any
form of criminal activity by armed groups. This will include decisive steps to
deal with any continuing dissident republican or loyalist terrorist threats,
having recourse to the full range of measures afforded by existing and
planned legislation, including, in particular, measures directed to the
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Withdrawal
of foreign
forces 

No specific mention. 

Corruption No specific mention. 

Crime/
organised
crime 

No specific mention. 

Drugs No specific mention. 

Terrorism Page 5, Paramilitarism, 13. 
Paramilitarism and sectarian violence, therefore, must be brought to an end,
from whichever part of the community they come. We need to see an
immediate, full and permanent cessation of all paramilitary activity,
including military attacks, training, targeting, intelligence gathering,
acquisition or development of arms or weapons, other preparations for
terrorist campaigns, punishment beatings and attacks and involvement in
riots. Moreover, the practice of exiling must come to an end and the exiled
must feel free to return in safety. Similarly, sectarian attacks and intimidation
directed at vulnerable communities must cease.

Page 6, Paramilitarism, 17. 
To guard against and thwart the efforts of those who still see violence and
terror as the way forward, the Governments will intensify their existing
security cooperation and will respond immediately and vigorously to any
form of criminal activity by armed groups. This will include decisive steps to
deal with any continuing dissident republican or loyalist terrorist threats,
having recourse to the full range of measures afforded by existing and
planned legislation, including, in particular, measures directed to the
resources and organisational capability of such groups. They will be dealt
with through the application of the full rigour of the law.

Page 13, ANNEX 1, SECURITY NORMALISATION, 9. 
By April 2005, in a continuing enabling environment, the British Government
aims to have achieved the position in paragraph 6 above. This would entail:...
• repeal of counter terrorist legislation particular to Northern Ireland.

Page 16, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 12. 
The British Government envisages that the counter-terrorist legislation
particular to Northern Ireland would be addressed in the context of security
normalisation. 
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Transitional justice 

Transitional
justice
general 

Page 3, Requirements of Peace and Stability, 3. 
...While it would not be possible to complete the transition to longer-term
peace and
stability by dwelling forever on the undoubted wrongs and associated hatred
of the past, neither is it possible to create a new beginning without taking
account of, and addressing, its legacies. 

Amnesty/
pardon 

No specific mention. 

Courts No specific mention. 

Mechanism No specific mention. 

Prisoner
release 

No specific mention. 

Vetting No specific mention. 
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Victims Page 8, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 26. 
The two Governments fully accept that acknowledging and addressing the
suffering of the victims of violence is a necessary element of reconciliation. In
the past, victims’ needs have been neglected. Much has been achieved since
the signing of the Agreement, but the time has now come to develop the next
stage of policies for victims, taking account of the need for a long-term
approach. The British Government reaffirms the principle that there is no
hierarchy of victims. The two Governments will work with the parties, victims
and survivors to seek to establish what further practical steps can be taken to
recognise and address the suffering of all victims, taking into account the
state of readiness of the community as a whole to engage. To facilitate that
work, consideration will be given to the establishment of a victims’ and
survivors’ forum. Remembering and recognition are an essential part of the
healing process.

Page 14-15, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 8. 
Reserved matters are listed in Schedule 3 to the 1998 Act. The relevant parts
of this provide an indicative, although not definitive, list of policing and
justice matters which might be devolved. Relevant paragraphs (some of
which have been updated by more recent legislation on policing and justice)
read as follows:
“9. The following matters-...(g) compensation out of public funds for victims
of crime...

Page 16, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 9. 
On this basis, further devolution would include the maintenance of public
order;...and compensation for the victims of crime. Further consideration will
need to be given to the detail. 

Missing
persons 

No specific mention. 
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Reparations Transitional justice→Reparations→Material reparations 

Page 14-15, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 8. 
Reserved matters are listed in Schedule 3 to the 1998 Act. The relevant parts
of this provide an indicative, although not definitive, list of policing and
justice matters which might be devolved. Relevant paragraphs (some of
which have been updated by more recent legislation on policing and justice)
read as follows:
“9. The following matters-...(g) compensation out of public funds for victims
of crime...

Page 16, ANNEX 2, DEVOLUTION OF POLICING AND JUSTICE, Scope of
Devolution, 9. 
On this basis, further devolution would include the maintenance of public
order;...and compensation for the victims of crime. Further consideration will
need to be given to the detail. 

Reconciliation Page 8, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 26. 
The two Governments fully accept that acknowledging and addressing the
suffering of the victims of violence is a necessary element of reconciliation.
In the past, victims’ needs have been neglected. Much has been achieved
since the signing of the Agreement, but the time has now come to develop
the next stage of policies for victims, taking account of the need for a long-
term approach. The British Government reaffirms the principle that there is
no hierarchy of victims. The two Governments will work with the parties,
victims and survivors to seek to establish what further practical steps can be
taken to recognise and address the suffering of all victims, taking into
account the state of readiness of the community as a whole to engage. To
facilitate that work, consideration will be given to the establishment of a
victims’ and survivors’ forum. Remembering and recognition are an
essential part of the healing process.

Page 8, Rights, Equality, Identity and Community, 27.
The two Governments recognise that Northern Ireland remains a deeply
divided society, with ingrained patterns of division that carry substantial
human and financial costs. They recognise the importance of building trust
and improving community relations, tackling sectarianism and addressing
segregation, including initiatives to facilitate and encourage integrated
education and mixed housing. Accordingly, the British Government will
encourage the devolved administration, when restored, to prioritise and
take forward a review of policy on good community relations, taking
account of the consultation which is currently under way, with a view to
bringing forward a strategic and integrated approach. 
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Implementation 

UN
signatory 

No specific mention. 

Other
international
signatory 

No specific mention. 

Referendum
for
agreement 

No specific mention. 

International
mission/
force/similar

No specific mention. 

Enforcement
mechanism 

Page 9, Review, 34. 
The two Governments are committed to a review this autumn of the
operation of the Agreement (under paragraph 8 of the Validation,
Implementation and Review section). This provides a vehicle for further
consideration of a number of other important issues that the parties have
brought to the table. These will include the question of designation and
voting arrangements in the Northern Ireland Assembly; the effectiveness of
the Pledge of Office with regard to the responsibilities of Ministers to
participate in the work of the Executive and the other institutions of the
Agreement; and the nomination procedures for attendance at meetings of
the North/South Ministerial Council and the British- Irish Council. The
Governments will, in consultation with the parties, put forward proposals for
the agenda and conduct of the review. Different formats may be appropriate
for the discussion of different issues. 

Related
cases 

No specific mention. 

Source Irish Dept of Foreign Affairs 
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